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Use-Case Name:

Chosing Cabinet Types

Use Case Type

Use-Case ID:

CTTS-002

Website Design

Priority:

Not so important

Source:

Requirement – MSS-R1.00

Primary System
Actor:

Customer

Primary Business
Actor:

Customer Service Website

Other Participating
Actors:
Other Interested
Stakeholders:

Google

Description:

This use case describes clients choosing a kitchen similar to there's and matching it
against several types of available design patterns
User gives name, telephone and address so that we can store this to sell to google and to
offer essential goods spam the client forever in the future

Precondition:
Trigger:
Typical Course Of
Events:

The use case is initiated when they chose the kitchen renovation section of the website
Actor Action

System Response

Step 1: Customer Enters Kitchen
Renovation Area of the website

Step 2: System displays a webpage with 5
kitchen types on it, one large display area, and
below that 4 cabinet types.

Step 3: Customer choses a kitchen
type that most closely resembles their
own

Step 4: The system displays a prototype of
such a kitchen with a default cabinet type

Step 5: Customer Changes cabinet
type from one of the four choices on
the bottom.

Step 7: Customer Exits or choses to
have Designer/Customer Support to
contact them

Step 6: The system shows the prototype
kitchen the newly chosen cabinet type

Step 8: System sends a message to the sales
department of the most local store to contact
the customer… or it exists.

Alternate Courses:
Conclusion:

We help build new kitchens

Post condition:

Data is collected ana analyzed and shared

Business Rules:

We make money on the sale or we make money selling the customer as a product.

Implementation
Constraints and
Specifications:

The design prototypes are broken down to allow for fast changes and flexibility while still
not overwhelming customers with choice overload. The Kitchen Prototype images and
design elements need to be built separately with the ability to raytrace cabinet designs
and surfaces over them according to the selections. That is a different user case type.

Assumptions:

Customers renovating kitchens are wealthy

Open Issues:

Is it ethical to sell client data to others.

